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www.internationalplayiceland.com

www.fafunia.com www.childfirst.co.uk

www.thenewfactory.co.uk

Imaginator, developer, learning enabler, encourager, in the 

New World of Fafunia, International Play Iceland and 

beautiful Child Led Centres. 
The development of the brains of young children to give them a passion to discover, not be 
taught, and for us big people to allow them to learn, not teach, is my passion and intent. To 
provide resources of quality and in a fair and equitable way- that are open-ended and offer 

children the widest choice is the activity. 
 

International Play Iceland – An event just 6 years old that has exploded in popularity attracting 
attendee’s worldwide. The team organise week-long trips for large groups of people (as many 
as possible) in order to spread our message and keep the movement growing. We focus our 

tours to play based settings and schools in hope of gaining more knowledge and experience in 
that area from seeing how other settings approach that style of learning. These tours have been 

proven to be some of the most influential and enlightening times of many of our participant's 
careers, it is a chance to open up to new ideas and in some cases a reminder that you are on 

the right track and are doing a good job! 
 

Tom’s children’s day nursery Child First are certainly nurseries with a growing difference and 
live alongside the best of childcare and development -with over 180 people working in them and 

most understanding their role. 
 

Fafunia is growing and exciting - Stunning dressing up clothes with an amazing difference - 
designed in free thinking Iceland - made by Fair Traders in Nepal - out of Organic Natural 

Materials. And we can now sell them economically - but fairly... 
 

"The New Factory" a place to experiment and grow - with space for anything and everything - 
making dynamic and strong resources for children and adults from tiny toys to huge construction 

- doing whole rooms and buildings- making stools and boxes - recycling and upcycling - and 
making music - and much much more  


